PART STRING
AP1302.125.TF6.125-12/ANC-BA.75-COUBL/AP1300-BA-SKIRT/D701/AC-T3/AVI-SY-4H/BLK

LED light engine
Type III refractive acrylic lens

Slip fits over 2-7/8" x 3"OD

Ø4.66"

Ø17"
Ø12"
180'
270'
90'
Access door

(4) 3/4"-10NC Galv, Slv. Anchor Bolts,
AASHTO M316-90 Grade 55, 4-1/4" Of Threaded End Galv. Per ASTM A153.

POLE DETAILS
Shaft
Ø5.8"- Ø4.66" Fluted Aluminum .125 Wall
#6083-T6 Aluminum
Base
Cast Aluminum (356-T6 Alloy)

BA-AB/BA-AB COV
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LIGHT DISTRIBUTION
TYPE III DISTRIBUTION

FINISH
BLK Smooth satin black

POLYESTER POWDER COAT

VOLTAGE
120  277  120-277V
208  MULTITAP  SPECIFY
240  480

LIGHT SOURCE

HPS
MH
INDUCTION
LED  4H
OTHER
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NOTES

GENERAL:
EXTERIOR HARDWARE WILL BE STAINLESS STEEL.
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS WILL BE ETL
LISTED "SUITE FOR WET LOCATIONS."